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ABSTRACT
WINSOR YUAN: The Butterflies: An Original Film Produced Through The University
of Mississippi in August 2008
This paper is an account of a student’s original short film from the first stages of
its artistic intention to its completion. The film is entitled The Butterflies. The paper
provides a close inspection of the evolution of the film’s artistic intention, how that
intention was realized, and how it was not realized. It describes the hardships, stresses.
triumphs, and victories of the filmmaker during months of preparation and production.
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Introduction
That mine is the first original short film to be created for a thesis project at the
Sally McDonnell-Barksdale Honors College did not leave me with much precedent, and
my feeling of being the first, but I hope not the last, to attempt such a feat, is somewhat
daunting.
My memories, fears, losses, hopes and dreams reside in this thesis. The struggles
of filmmaking should never be underestimated physically, mentally, and even spiritually.
It was obvious to me from its inception that this was not a project that I could do alone,
but one that would require the help of many other willing and somewhat unwilling
participants.
The amount of preparation and years of practice were only a partial help to what I
consider one of the hardest and most rewarding learning experiences of my life. Weight
loss, financial trouble, and paranoia are only a few things I experienced during the
production. But it was worth it all.
It is tme what they say, “the sweet is never as sweet without the sour.” I could
vouch for that during the production and 1 will vouch for it now. There are no time
machines to change the past but that’s okay because I wouldn’t want to change it.
To those who read this and watch the film, be aware there may be things that will
unbelievable, even otherworldly in occurrence. You will read of problems that
to have the simplest solutions that were never concocted. You will read of a
seem
seem
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filmmaker with too much to handle. You will read of a dream and an outcome. Lastly,
you will read of a kid and a camera. Future filmmakers of the University of Mississippi,
be prepared for what lies in your future. I hope this helps.
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Chapter One: Background
●●’Down here!’ said a voice. The boy lifted up his shirt and there was a face on his
Stomach.” -
Winsor Yuan, six years old, "The Boy and His Talking Stomach. "
It’s not true that we lose our imagination as we get older; the truth is that we
begin to fear it. We fear what others may think about what our mind may create. I’m not
one to say I am different. The quote at the beginning of the chapter is from the first story
I remember writing. It was to be a children’s novel (written by a child), and the title was
self explanatory. My father threw away that novel, fully illustrated and written on several
pages of manila paper, believing it to be trash. That is how my family and the idea of
creative occupations and dreams have always worked. Troubling as it is, I understand
that many families are like this. By the age of seven I was groomed to become a doctor.
I was told that was my future and I believed it.  I was an extremely sheltered child and,
because of that, very much of how I think is naive and juvenile. The idea of true love and
its companion, love at first sight, were things I believed in for a very long time. I am not
trying to tell the world about how I am a hopeless romantic, although ironically I now
have, but what I am trying to tell is how I did learn about the world and about life:
through movies. So Winsor, you believe that Star Wars is real? No, very shallow one, I
do not. But what I do believe in is the idea of adventure, the idea that even one man can
change things. That is just one of the many things a film can do for an audience. It can
transport it to different worlds and different lives. It can teach it. Even now, being
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trampled by the real world of a faltering economy, war, and terrorism, one can always run
away to a film. One can sit in a theater and feel engrossed by what is seen, what is felt.
That’s what good stories and more importantly (to this thesis at least) what good films do.
Some of my earliest memories are of watching Steven Spielberg films with my family,
being afraid of water because of Jows^ cheering for Indiana Jones and Short Round as
they defeated the evil Mola Ram. To this day Steven Spielberg easily remains one of the
most influential people in my life. He taught me how to tell stories and how to make
people feel through them. Anyone who does not feel the slightest bit of emotion
watching ET leave Elliott at the end of that film  I would say has no heart. That s what is
beautiful about film. For a few hours, or maybe even for only a few minutes, we are free.
That’s why I love film, that’s why I want to make films, and that’s certainly why you are
reading a thesis about a film.
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Chapter Two: “Zunes” - The Beginning
My original artistic intention was merely to have  a modem love story. I knew I
wanted that but I had no actual story. The only idea or notion I intended from the
beginning was to write a screenplay focusing on the emotions of only one character. This
is how “Zunes” (Appendix A) first started. It came first with one line of dialogue in a
park and moved on from there. Knowing that this was for my thesis, I established
boundaries of where my artistic intent could go.  I knew that I would not have much
funding and I knew that my cast and crew choices would be limited. However, I knew
that while using basic amateur film techniques I still could give the short film a
professional look. This look would depend on both the skills of the crew and the two
My original idea was about a man who falls in love with his own
schizophrenic creation, the ultimate story of nepotism.
All my previous screenplays used the idea of the duality of life as their main
theme. “Zunes” was no different. I wanted to allow the audience to study the duality of
life. As humans, we yearn for companionship. The basic thought is that good does not
exist without evil, ying without yang, and even peanut butter without jelly. The most
recognized form of duality that is seen in everyday life is the couple: man and woman. In
“Zunes” the main character is single at the beginning of the screenplay and, despite
finding a relationship in the story, in essence remains single throughout its entirety. His
for duality is obvious, to avoid loneliness. However, “Zunes” is complex in that
what he finds in companionship is non existent. My idea for the film was to explore what
mam actors.
reason
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lengths a man would go to find duality. In “Zunes,” the protagonist becomes insane. I
intended to show how this would occur, how his incomparable yearning for
companionship led to his breakdown. The story shows that the basis for his creations was
a sheltered home life and lack of social recognition. At the beginning of the screenplay
the main character quits his job, which comes as no surprise to his mother. The main
character asks his doctor, “What was I seeing?” His doctor responds, “They could have
just been random hallucinations” (Appendix A, page 43). The story ends with the main
character choosing madness for the happiness that duality brings him.
“Zunes” was written to accommodate for limited acting talent, a small number of
, and a small budget. Thus, there were certain occasions when guerilla film
techniques would be needed to create effects in scenes. A part of my artistic intent was to
use techniques that I had recently discovered being used by independent filmmakers.
One filmmaker in particular I had in mind was Michel Gondry, the director of Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind and The Science of Sleep. The guerilla film techniques
Gondry uses are similar to those employed in magic tricks or illusions. One of his
techniques I wanted to try was to make a character appear in multiple places at a time in a
and wearing different clothing, without cutting the camera. The basic idea, like a
magic trick’s misdirection, is to create a diversion allowing a character to move quickly
or switch clothing in the middle of a scene without showing the audience the process
occurring. The difficulty behind the trick is that the diversion must be quick, possibly a
quick left turn to get a reaction from another character and turning back to find things
have changed. It usually lasts no more than two seconds. The only way to make sure this
is done con'ectly is to over-prepare. For the specific occuiTence in “Zunes” I
sets
scene.
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storyboarded the scene, found in Appendix A, pp: 34-38, from several different angles to
determine which angle would be the best from which to shoot the scene.
The ultimate part of the artistic intention with “Zunes” was to make a story that
would cause an audience to think. Usually in films a love story is simple, the basic
plotline having two parties meet who are at first somewhat opposites but who then
their difficulties and fall madly in love. My intent was to show that even such
a simple story can be questioned and discussed. For “Zunes,” the ending is left open to
interpretation. Its main character chooses what many would probably consider to be the
incorrect path. He has chosen insanity. Yet, his negative choice also has positive
outcomes. He found love and is no longer alone, at least in his mind. The audience must
decide whether or not this is the right choice and would they make the same judgment.
The artistic intention of “Zunes” was to create a love story modem in that it
causes an audience to question and discuss what they see, to show a film that although
would have a professional look, and to explore the idea of duality in humanity.
overcome
amateur
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Chapter Three; The Butterflies - The Next Step
“Zunes” and TJie Butterflies share many similarities between dialogue and sets;
obviously I started writing The Butterflies with the advantage of already having
completed “Zunes.” As before, my intent was to make a modem love story. I again
wanted to use guerilla film techniques because of my limited budget, cast and crew. I
also wanted to look further into duality. The key difference between the two processes
that The Butterflies began with a story idea. When starting with a story idea, one is
able to build an entire world around the story’s concept, exploring it further by asking the
question “Why did I come up with this idea?” and “What does it mean? The story for
The Butterflies started with this idea: What would happen if your television randomly
turned on and a girl was on the screen that you had never seen before. She says your
name and you fall in love at first sight. Immediate questions arise: “How does she appear
on screen?” and “How does the main character know her?” These questions allow a
more complex storyline.
Having already written “Zunes” allowed me to choose what I wanted to keep and
what I wanted to make different. The key difference in my artistic intentions for the two
films was that I wanted The Butterflies to have a more surreal feeling. I decided that
never explaining why the girl appeared on screen would cause the story to have a fairy
tale quality. My intention to create a surreal feeling for this story was based on the fact
that, not only was “Zunes” negative in its outcome, but also the kinds of films that were
was
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being released at that point were dark. Films like No Country for Old Men and There
Will he Blood showed the darker side of human nature. With “Zunes” I followed the
same pattern of dark thought but with The Butterflies, albeit a more complex story, I
created the sense that dreams can become reality.
Because complexity between characters was a substantial portion of my artistic
intention with The Butterflies, I added a third character, the protagonist’s girlfriend.
Again, this film like “Zunes” is a study in duality. Yet, the protagonist already being in a
relationship gave a new dimension to the concept of duality. This showed that although
the protagonist had duality in his life, it did not complete him. Unlike “Zunes,” where
the main character meets one girl and is in love. The Butterflies shows the main character
in a loveless relationship. From the beginning of the story he is searching for happiness,
although the concept of duality implies he should already have it. When he sees Isabella
(the girl on the screen) for the first time, it creates a situation that dismpts the already
dysfunctional duality. In order to resolve this problem the main character must rid
himself of at least one of the other characters. However, this is where the fear of
loneliness is added to the situation. The main character will not leave his current
girlfriend to avoid being alone; but in essence he remains alone in terms of what he really
wants.
As the story of The Butterflies continued to develop in my mind, elements of it
began to take on a symbolic richness. I have always had an interest in Greek mythology
and the idea of having the main character create  a paper butterfly garden allowed for the
incorporation of the Fates from that mythos (Appendix B, pp. 46-47). Just as the Fates in
Greek mythology manipulated the lives of characters like puppets, my protagonist in The
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Butterflies acts as the Fate in his own life drawing two paper butterflies together in
perfect duality. The script shows more symbolism with the protagonist’s walk through
the zoo at the beginning and end. He films animals in cages while being encaged in his
life. To an outside observer, things look fine, but those encaged lack freedom.
As a storyteller, I find it difficult to create new stories. With The Butterflies, a
part of my intention was to write a story that is complex not only in its themes and
characters, but also in its manner of telling. I find, at times, that to keep storytelling
interesting one has to use unique ways of communicating one’s vision. The “Zunes”
story had a very linear plotline. However, with The Butterflies I used four different
storytelling techniques. The first technique was the linear plotline used in “Zunes” of the
main character and his current girlfriend. The second technique used in The Butterflies
was the cyclical story. The scenes in the latter are strategically placed so they find
themselves repeated in either set or dialogue. A third technique used in The Butterflies,
employing flash forward/dream sequences, told the story between the main character and
Isabella. The fourth technique used was the reverse storytelling of the flash
forward/dream sequences. This technique took the scenes between the protagonist and
Isabella and showed them chronologically backwards. By employing these four
techniques, my film causes the audience to wonder which story is true and/or what is real.
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Chapter Four: The Evolution of Intention
For the filming of The Butterflies I decided to over-prepare every step of the
production. This meant putting real faces to my characters, finding real locations for the
film, storyboarding every shot, and editing the screenplay until it met my expectations.
Prior to casting I created extensive character backstory for the three leads,
detailing every significant point in their lives including birth dates and first kisses. This
allowed the actors to know their characters, and to feel what their characters would feel in
the situations that they were placed in the film. When I interviewed each of the three
leads, I asked them to answer questions as both themselves and as their characters. These
interviews allowed the actors to have more input about their characters. The protagonist
became not only a man encaged in an unhappy relationship but also one who is encaged
in a world where he has to hide who he really is. The dream girl became more than just a
girl who fixes the protagonist’s duality, she became a character who is as worried about
her future and her relationship with the protagonist, as he is about his relationship with
his current girlfriend.
Storyboarding every shot allowed the director of photography and me to better
plan how we wanted to shoot the film. Using guerilla techniques, the transitions between
the flash forward/dream sequences and the linear story were made in order to instill a
of both confusion and relation between the two storylines. It helped the complex
storyline make sense while adding more depth to the audience’s perception of the film.
sense
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The final draft of the screenplay added more comedic relief, thus allowing events in the
film to take place in a more realistic manner than they would if the plot involved
continuous dramatic intensity.
However, major tweaks to the artistic intention of the film came in post
production. Editing the film was a daunting task. Certain scenes had sound problems
and certain scenes had visual problems and occasionally scenes had both. The most
drastic change came in a scene written in the final draft between the main character and
his current girlfriend (Appendix B, pp. 49-50). The scene was written to establish a
further dissolution of the cuiTent relationship between the two. Yet, because the sound
was too difficult to salvage, I had to remove the scene. Editing out the scene added two
extra dimensions to the film. It caused the relationship between the two characters to
seem less strained. Rather than have the sense that both characters despised being in the
relationship, it seemed as if only the main character wanted a new relationship. The
audience now wonders whether or not the same thing would happen to the main character
and the dream girl and whether or not his relationship with his current girlfriend is
salvageable. The overall story and mindset of the main character thus becomes more
complex.
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Chapter Five: The Failure of Intention
During production a number of problems occurred. These problems caused some
of my artistic intention for the film to falter.  I bought a 35mm adapter for our DV (digital
video) camera to create a more professional look, but I failed to recognize a gross
difference in loss of light per scene that resulted until well into production. Certain
scenes were not properly lit, creating a grainy effect and thus a loss of visual quality.
This loss of visual quality made certain scenes seem more amateurish, a result it had been
my intention to avoid. The same can be said about sound. The sound quality created
during production was not as audible because of human error. To accommodate for this,
lines of dialogue had to be changed, scenes had to be cut, and also lesser shots had to be
used in the final product. An example of this is the cafe scene (Appendix B, pp. 49-50).
Another problem during production was our unwillingness to change what was
written, or in this case drawn. The director of photography and I avoided straying too far
from the storyboards because we had decided that those shots were the best for the film.
However, we were wrong. Certain establishing shots, close-ups, and insert shots had to
be taken either from stock footage or removed from the final product. We had stayed
close to what was drawn that in the end we avoided allowing ourselves to find better
shots.
so
During post production several more problems arose. The score of the film,
which many consider half the movie, was not what  1 wanted. The score sets the tone of a
film. The score of the film was supposed to represent its surrealism, the idea of hopes
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and dreams. My composer failed to realize this intention. Although I rewrote much of
the music, the score does not convey the feeling of surrealism needed to allow the
audience to experience the film as I had intended. In the director s cut I used music not
allowed to me under copyright law. This is my private copy and not the version of the
film I am submitting to film festivals and the Honors College.
Also during post production, my intention to use the guerilla film tactic of
changing outfits and item placement failed. While editing and during previews, test
audiences mentioned that the diversion lessened the final product. The diversion used i
the film (Appendix C. p. 79) was a 360° turn that represented the main character’s
supposed walking path. When the camera returned to its original position in the 360°
turn, the protagonist (wearing a new outfit) and another character now walked. The
diversion had lasted too long and became too distracting.
in
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Chapter Six: The Realization of Intention
Although I did not fulfill parts of my artistic intention, most of what I intended
was realized. The main character’s duality is communicated well in the final product.
The audience is able to experience the emotions associated with that duality: the
protagonist’s loneliness, happiness, loss, and fear. In the final product the idea of duality
became more complex than originally intended. The thought that two people may
coexist, but they are not meant to complete one another, is conveyed.
The set pieces designed to portray the fates of Greek mythos and surrealism were
beautifully shot. The shots give a fairy tale quality to the film. It gives a sense of
playfulness, happiness, and hope. Although the original intention for the set pieces was
that they have a crude hand-made look, the final product was not only an exquisite
creation but also better conveyed the film’s surrealism.
The film’s editing gave the final product a professional look. Its colors were
manipulated to give the DV a 35mm film appearance. Also, in editing the flash
forward/dream sequences, we digitally added a glowing effect to the character of Isabella
conveying the feeling of a fairy tale. This was done by adding a digital light effect using
Final Cut Pro that caused her to come across as an angelic yet mysterious character. This
can be seen in the first scene between Isabella and the protagonist (Appendix C, pp. 73-
74).
Test screenings indicated that the use of several different types of storytelling kept
the audience intrigued and allowed them to have questions they continued to ask well
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after the film was over. After the screenings the dialogue continued. The film allowed
them to make their own decisions about the reality of its events and how they came to be.
I believe my artistic intention to create a modem day love story was realized. The final
cut showed a complex relationship between the main character and his current girlfriend.
It shows his stmggles in communication and social circles. The film also explores the
idea of tme love and love at first sight. I credit this accomplishment to the actors and
their abilities.
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Conclusion
As a producer, director, writer, editor, and composer, I can say that this film was
than anything I imagined it would be. The amount of work necessary for this
project was unprecedented in my life. After over  a year of labor, I look back and still feel
as though it was yesterday that I first sat down to write the first word of Zunes.
However, the amount of knowledge and experience that I gained from this project
reminds me that much time has passed.
The film has matured me. It has humbled me. It caused me to realize that as
good as one may think they are at some things, there is always room to learn. I would not
change what I have gone through, the hardships and the humor. This film has caused me
panic and grief, happiness and hope.
It is true that my artistic intention, my goal for the film, was achieved at some
points but not at others. Yet, the mere fact that at the end of the day I can show the film
to an audience and have them respond to it, whether positively or negatively, is enough to
keep my dreams going. What I take away most from this project are the people that I met
and most importantly the six year old I found waiting to finish his story.
more
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Appendix A
Zones
By
Winsor Yuan
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EXT. A PARK - DAY
John sits in the park holding a book and a pen.
JOHN (V.O.)
A good day it is to play...No,
that's bad...The sky is blue, the
wind so true as it brings the
flu...No that’s bad too.
SheThis is ISABELLA (20s) .A woman sits next to John,
starts to dig through her purse.
JOHN (V.O.)
Why would she sit here? It's
weird. She is pretty. I wonder
what her name is. Probably
something pretty too, maybe
foreign. Isabella. That's
probably what it is. How do you
do Isabella? My name is John.
The woman is still searching for something.
JOHN (V.O.)
I wonder what she' s looking for.
Her phone?
Maybe she's afraid of me.
she's going to rob me.
Maybe a knife or gun.
Maybe
ISABELLA
(still digging through
her purse)
Zunes!
JOHN (V.O.)
What does that even mean?Zunes?
ISABELLA
I hate it.
JOHN
I’m sorry?
Isabella stops and looks up from her digging.
ISABELLA
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About what?
JOHN
(chuckles)
I meant I didn't understand what
you just said.
Isabella doesn't understand.
JOHN (CONT'D)
You said I hate it.
ISABELLA
Oh right, I was talking to myself
out loud.
JOHN
Oh, sorry.
ISABELLA
You're apologizing again.
JOHN
Sor--It's just for my stupidity.
ISABELLA
I don't think you're stupid.
JOHN
Thanks...My name's John.
ISABELLA
I'm sorry.
JOHN
I said my name is John.
ISABELLA
I'm sorry your name is soI know,
bland.
Neither of them looks at theJohn nods. There is a pause,
other.
JOHN (V.O.)
And that's that. She was perfect.
ISABELLA
Are you hungry?
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INT. BREAKFAST RESTAURANT - DAY
Isabella is eating.John and Isabella are sitting a table.
John is watching her.
ISABELLA
You like to watch people eat?
JOHN
I didn't mean to.
ISABELLA
You sure?
John chuckles.
JOHN
No.
ISABELLA
I like you John.
A beat. John blushes.
ISABELLA
You don' t date much do you?
JOHN
Not really.
ISABELLA
Me neither.
JOHN
I wouldn't have thought it.
ISABELLA
Most people think I'm too weird.
I talk too much. Assertive,
that's what my mom used to tell
me.
JOHN
Mine said the exact opposite.
Isabella eats something.
ISABELLA
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Did you know they say eating acts
as an antidote to depression?
JOHN
Luckily, I only eat when I'm
hungry.
Isabella smiles.
ISABELLA
Does that make bulimics healthy?
John chuckles.
JOHN
I don't know.
EXT. SIDEWALK - DAY
Isabella and John are walking down a sidewalk.
ISABELLA
Will you meet me here tomorrow at
the same time?
A beat.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
I mean you don't have to, but it
would be nice.
John chuckles.
JOHN
Yeah.
Isabella walks away.
JOHN
You never told me your name.Hey!
Isabella waves her hand in the air.
ISABELLA
It'S Isabella.
DAYINT. JOHN'S MOTHER’S HOME - KITCHEN
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John is sitting at the kitchen table with his mother,
is awkward.
It
JOHN'S MOTHER
How's work?
JOHN
I quit.
John's mother nods her head.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Have you met anyone?
JOHN
No.
INT. A PARK - DAY
John and Isabella are on the swings.
ISABELLA
I wonder how someone could have
come up with the swings.
JOHN
I don't know.
ISABELLA
Is that your favorite answer?
JOHN
I don't know.
John chuckles.
ISABELLA
the swings were alwaysWell,
something that amazed me as a
child.
JOHN
I wasn't very partial to them. I
fell off of them once, cracked my
skull. My mom was angry.
ISABELLA
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The skull cracking part.Me too.
It's weird we have so much in
Maybe we're long lostcommon,
twins.
JOHN
That would make this weird.
ISABELLA
Why would that make the swings
weird?
John chuckles.
EXT. A PARK - SIDEWALK - DAY
She jumps aroundJohn and Isabella walk through the park,
him.
Montage of park attractions: Slides, Sandbox, etc.
INT. JOHN' S MOTHER' S HOME - KITCHEN - DAY
eating.John and his mother sit at the kitchen table.
JOHN'S MOTHER
You've been busy lately.
JOHN
Yeah, I met a girl.
John's mother's eyes light up.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Bring her over for dinner.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT DAY
A man about John's age stands at theJohn opens the door,
door. This is Kyle.
JOHN
Hi?
KYLE
Hey, I just moved in next door.
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(pointing to himself)
Kyle.
Kyle sticks out his hand.
JOHN
My name's John.
you.
It's nice to meet
Kyle and John shake hands.
KYLE
I was wondering if youLikewise.
could help me real quick?
LIVING ROOM - DAYINT. KYLE'S PLACE
Kyle is walking around his living room with John lagging
behind,
around.
The room is a mess with a lot of furniture lying
KYLE
I'm sorry it's a little weird that
I asked you to help me.
JOHN
Don't worry about it.
KYLE
I just needed some help with
moving some of this stuff around.
Kyle walks over to a couch in his that is overturned.
KYLE
Could you grab the other side of
this?
John helps Kyle with the couch as they place it against a
wall.
KYLE
I don't know that manyYeah,
people in town but my sister.
John nods.
KYLE
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She's supposed to help me move in
but she's a little late,
always is really.
She
There is a knock at the front door.
KYLE
That must be her. One second.
Kyle goes to answer the door.
KYLE (O.C.)
Hey!
ISABELLA (O.C.)
Hey!
Kyle and Isabella walkJohn recognizes Isabella's voice,
into the living room.
KYLE
This is--
ISABELLA
John?
KYLE
I guess I missed something.
INT. KYLE'S LIVING ROOM NIGHT
John, Isabella, and KyleKyle's living room is organized,
sit in the living room.
KYLE
There was one time that she got
out of the car when we had stopped
at a red light.
ISABELLA
Come on, stop it.
KYLE
By the time we noticed she had
gotten out we had driven down the
street.
John is laughing.
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ISABELLA
I was five.
JOHN
It's weird.
John chuckles.
JOHN (CONT'D)
I used to think about that when I
Running away fromwas younger,
the car though.
KYLE
(slowly)
That is weird,
(motioning with his
finger between them)
So how did you two meet?
ISABELLA
In the park.
KYLE
One of them, huh?
John stares at IsabellaIsabella punches Kyle in the arm.
confusedly.
ISABELLA
(shaking her head)
Shut up, Kyle,
(to John)
He's making stuff up.
A beat. Kyle starts laughing.John turns to Kyle.
KYLE
She's right, but still...I just
wanted to prove that I can use my
imagination.
NIGHTEXT. KYLE'S PLACE
John and Isabella are leaving.
KYLE
See you later.
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John and Isabella walk away.Kyle closes his door.
ISABELLA
You know what this means, right?
JOHN
What?
ISABELLA
This isn't just a coincidence
John.
John chuckles.
JOHN
Okay.
ISABELLA
We're meant to be.
JOHN
Is that what it means?
ISABELLA
But you know, you've never called
me.
John chuckles again.
JOHN
{stops Isabella)
Wait.
Isabella stands as John runs slightly ahead of her.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Isabella.
ISABELLA
What?
JOHN
I called you.
Isabella smiles, sighs, and shakes her head.
TAKINGMONTAGE OF JOHN AND ISABELLA DOING THINGS TOGETHER.
PICTURES, ETC .
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ISABELLA (V.O.)
John?
JOHN (V.O.)
Yeah?
ISABELLA (V.O.)
What were you thinking when you
first saw me?
JOHN (V.O.)
In the park?
ISABELLA (V.O.)
Did you see me somewhere else?
JOHN (V.O.)
In my dreams.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
I'm being serious.
JOHN (V.O.)
I thought why is this angel
sitting next to me.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
You're so cheesy.
JO™ (V.O.)
I've had years of this stuff in my
head waiting for someone to say it
to.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
John?
JOHN (V.O.)
Yeah?
ISABELLA (V.O.)
I'm glad I met you.
I NT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
She is wearing
She starts to walk away and it seems she is getting
John is walking down a hall with Isabella,
red.
smaller.
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ISABELLA
Come on.
JOHN
Are you getting smaller?
Everything seems back to normal.
ISABELLA
What are you talking about?
JOHN
(rubs his eyes)
Nothing.
ISABELLA
we're going to be lateCome on,
for our reservations.
JOHN
Right.
John walks to the end of the hall and turns around, but
sees nothing wrong.
INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT
People areJohn and Isabella are sitting at the table,
staring at John.
JOHN
Everyone's staring at us.
ISABELLA
Maybe you're not wearing pants.
John looks down quickly.
JOHN
That's not it.
Isabella is now wearing yellow.
JOPIN
(confusedly)
Weren't you wearing red?
ISABELLA
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I am wearing red.
A waiter walks to them.Isabella is again wearing red.
WAITER
Would you like to order an
appetizer?
JOHN
We would like some
(motions to Isabella)
Calamari?
ISABELLA
That sounds good.
The waiter looks over at Isabella and then turns back to
John. The waiter looks a little confused.
JOHN
Calamari then.
WAITER
(slowly)
Right away.
JOHN
People always stare at us when
we're out.
ISABELLA
I've never noticed.
JOHN
Maybe I'm just imagining things.
DAYI NT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
John and Isabella are on his bed.
JOHN
I like this.
ISABELLA
Yeah?
JOHN
This is good.
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Isabella smiles.
They kiss.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - DAY
Kyle stops him.John is walking to his car.
KYLE
John!
John stops and sees Kyle.
JOHN
Hey.
KYLE
Doing anything tonight?
JOHN
Taking your sister to meet my mom
KYLE
I'm sure that'll be fun.
you later.
I'll see
Kyle pats John on the shoulder and walks away.
John chuckles and opens his car door.
KYLE
Hold on a second.Hey John.
John turns around to see a flashing Kyle coming to him.
gets in his car quickly as Kyle comes closer,
the keys in the ignition,
longer flashing.
He stick
Kyle knocks on his window,
John rolls down his window.
n
He
s
o
KYLE
Taking off fast.
JOHN
Sorry, did you say something?
KYLE
I got into writing poetry
recently. I was wondering if you'd
read some of it.
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JOHN
I actually write--Yeah sure.
KYLE
It's not very good, at least
that's what I think...Anyway, I'll
talk to you about it later,
a good dinner cause if something
goes wrong, we'll all be feeling
it.
Have
John chuckles.
JOHN
Yeah, thanks.
John rolls up his window and drives away.
EXT. JOHN’S MOTHER'S HOME DAY
John walks with Isabella to the door.
JOHN
She's a little weird.
ISABELLA
Then I'm sure we'll get along.
John knocks on the door.
JOHN'S MOTHER (O.C.)
Come in!
John opens the door.
I NT . JOHN ' S MOTHER ' S HOME - FOYER - DAY
SheJohn's mother walks into the foyer wearing an apron,
walks past John and closes the door.
JOHN'S MOTHER
I thought you were bringing a
girl. What was her name?
JOHN
Isabella. And I did.
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JOHN'S MOTHER
Where is she?
The ovenJohn turns around, but Isabella isn't there,
beeps.
JOHN’S MOTHER
Oh, the roast is ready.
John goes to the front door and
Isabella is standing at the door.
John's mother walks away,
opens it.
ISABELLA
I guess she didn't see me.
Isabella walks in.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
Where's your bathroom?
make sure I look alright for your
mother.
I want to
JOHN
Take a left and go to the end of
the hall and take a right.
Isabella walks away.
INT. JOHN' S MOTHER' S HOME - KITCHEN - DAY
John sits down at the table.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Were you talking to Isabella?
JOHN
Yeah, she just went to the
bathroom.
JOHN'S MOTHER
That'S good.
John's mother takes out a big roast and sets it on the
table. John eyes the roast.
JOHN'S MOTHER (CONT'D)
She's taking a long time in the
bathroom.
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JOHN
She said she wanted to look good
for you.
JOHN’S MOTHER
Well that's nice of her.
A beat.
JOHN
I'll go check on her really quick.
I NT . JOHN ' S MOTHER' S HOME - HALLWAY - DAY
John walks to the bathroom door.
JOHN
Isabella, you okay?
John knocks and the bathroom door opens.
JOHN
Isabella?
John walks into the bathroom.
INT. JOHN' S MOTHER' S HOME - KITCHEN - DAY
Isabella is standing next to John's mother.
JOHN (O.C.)
I don't know- -
(enters room)
Oh, here she is.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Here who is?
JOHN
Isabella, she's standing right
next to you.
John's mother turns to see no one.
JOHN'S MOTHER
This isn't funny, John.
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ISABELLA
Is she kidding?
Isabella's phone rings.
ISABELLA
I'll be back, Isabella walks into
the room.
JOHN
I'm not joking.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Set the plates, the roast is
getting cold.
John looks at the roast which isJohn grabs three plates,
now cardboard.
JOHN
What happened to the roast?
John looks to his mother.
JOHN'S MOTHER
What are you talking about?
John looks down, the roast is fine once more,
three plates.
John sets
JOHN'S MOTHER
John, this isn't funny,
that plate.
Put up
JOHN
There are three people, so three
plates.
Isabella walks back to the doorway.
JOHN
See here's Isabella.
John's mother looks to his side.
JOHN'S MOTHER
John Francis Fisher this is not
funny.
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JOHN
What are you talking about?
John turns to see that Isabella is flashing.
ISABELLA
Should I go?
John starts breathing heavily.
JOHN'S MOTHER
Are you okay?
John turns to his mother.
JOHN
Do you not see this?
ISABELLA
I'm gonna go.
Isabella leaves.
JOHN
Isabella wait.
mother stands confused.John'sJohn leaves after Isabella.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S CAR
John is driving with Isabella in the passenger seat.
ISABELLA
That was fun.
JOHN
I don't know what's wrong with my
mom.
ISABELLA
I guess she didn't like me.
A beat.
JOHN
I think I need to go to the
doctor.
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ISABELLA
Why?
JOHN
I could have sworn you were
flashing just a little while ago.
ISABELLA
You mean, naked?
JOHN
No disappearing and reappearing.
ISABELLA
That'S a little strange.
JOHN
This isn't the first time,
thing with your brother earlier
today.
Same
ISABELLA
Maybe you just need some rest.
Isabella feels the top of John's forehead.
ISABELLA
You're a little warm.
She kisses his cheek and puts her head on his shoulder.
NIGHTEXT. JOHN'S CAR
The car drives off.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - DAY
He sitsJohn awakens to find Isabella not in bed with him.
up.
JOHN
Isabella?
John exitsHe looks into the bathroom but there is no one.
his room.
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INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
John's mother isJohn is walking around his living room,
in his living room with two men.
JOHN
Mom?
JOHN'S MOTHER
John.
JOHN
What are you doing here?
Isabella?
Where's
John's mother starts to cry.
JOHN'S MOTHER
You need help.
JOHN
talking about?What are you
JOHN'S MOTHER
are going to help you.These men
John starts to back away.
JOHN
with what?Help me
ISABELLA (O.C.)
John!
John turns around.
JOHN
Isabella!
ISABELLA (O.C.)
Help me!
John is grabbed by the two men.
ISABELLA (O.C.)
taking me?Where are you
JOHN
Let go of me!
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INT. A ROOM - DAY
John is in a straight jacket. His head is down. Isabella
enters the room.
ISABELLA
John.
John raises his head.
JOHN
Isabella, thank God! Are you
okay?
ISABELLA
Yeah, I'm fine.
JOHN
Did they tell you what's going on?
ISABELLA
They're trying toI don't know.
keep us apart.
Isabella hugs John.
INT. OUTSIDE OF A ROOM - DAY
Outside of the room John's mother and a doctor are
standing. John is seen talking to no one.
JOHN'S MOTHER
What's wrong with him?
DOCTOR
Your son suffers from
The reports fromschizophrenia.
his neighbors and your own are
He suffersabout the same,
delusions, hallucinations,
good side of this.
It's a
JOHN'S MOTHER
There'S a good side?
DOCTOR
He doesn't have any symptoms of
depression or bi-polarism.
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JOHN'S MOTHER
What do we do?
DOCTOR
We can give him pills.
JOHN'S MOTHER
So, he'll be fine?
DOCTOR
As long as he takes the
medication.
DAYINT. DOCTOR'S OFFICE
The doctor hits the intercom.
DOCTOR
Bring in John.
John is brought into the room wearing his straight jacket.
They take off the jacket and make John sit down. The
guards stand near the door.
DOCTOR
John.
JOHN
Mom, why are you doing this?
JOHN'S MOTHER
You need help.
JOHN
I'm fine.
John sees her.Isabella is at the door.
JOHN
Isabella, explain to them that I'm
fine.
ISABELLA
They won't listen to me.
The doctor
However, to everyone
John gets up, the guards are about to act.
makes them stop. John hugs Isabella,
else he has hugged air.
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JOHN'S MOTHER
John...
JOHN
(to Isabella)
They think I'm crazy.
DOCTOR
John, who are you talking to?
JOHN
To Isabella,
(to Isabella)
They act like you don't exist.
John's mother cries.
DOCTOR
John there' s no one at the door.
Isabella is gone.She's right here.
JOHN
Isabella?
Isabella is next to the doctor.
JOHN
She's standing right next to you.
To your left.
DOCTOR
Here?
She isThe doctor swipes to his left but hits nothing,
gone.
JOHN
She was sitting there.
John spins around but sees no one.
DOCTOR
(to one of the guards)
Bring the tape please.
John's mother pets hisThe doctor helps John sit down,
hair.
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DOCTOR
I want you to see something, John.
The doctor places the tapeThe guard returns with a tape,
in the VCR but it doesn't work.
DOCTOR
Tape?
GUARD
Rewind sir.
DOCTOR
We need to switch to DVDs.
The doctor rewinds the tape to John in the room earlier
talking to no one.
DOCTOR
Do you remember this, John?
Isabella is in the video..John watches the tape.
JOHN
She's right there.
The doctor grabs a cup of water and places a pill on his
desk.
DOCTOR
Please take this.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Isabella isJohn plays the video over and over again,
gone.
DOCTOR (V.O.)
Take these twice a day or any time
you start to hallucinate.
On hisJohn touches the screen with his hand.He cries.
drawer is a bottle of pills.
As heJohn passes by pictures of he and Isabella together,
walks by them they all change. Isabella disappears from
them. John sits looking at all his blank pictures.
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He drags his hands through his hair and then cries into his
hands.
John grabs the pills. Isabella appears behind him.
ISABELLA
John.
JOHN
If I keep taking these, you'll
disappear.
ISABELLA
What do you mean?
JOHN
Just tell me,
you disappear?
if I take these will
ISABELLA
What kind of pills are those?
JOHN
You're just a part of my
imagination.
ISABELLA
Do you love me John?
He opens the pills and takes one.John doesn't respond.
JOHN
Yes .
EXT. KYLE'S PLACE DAY
He stares through the window.John walks over to Kyle's.
It is empty.
INT. A PARK - DAY
John walks through the park.
John sits on the swings.
Her laughIsabella's presence is felt but not there,
echoes.
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He sees someone who looks like Isabella.
DOCTOR (V.O.)
How are things?
JOHN (V.O.)
Good.
DOCTOR (V.O.)
Are you taking your medication?
INT. JOHN'S CAR DAY
He sees another Isabella.John drives alone.
JOHN (V.O.)
Yes .
DOCTOR (V.O.)
Your hallucinations stopped?
JOHN (V.O.)
I have question.Yes .
EXT. SIDEWALK - DAY
He sees a girl that looks like IsabellaJohn walks alone,
from behind but it is not her.
DOCTOR (V.O.)
Okay.
JOHN (V.O.)
What was I seeing?
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
He sets it down.John thumbs a pill in his hand.
DOCTOR (V.O.)
Some manifestations of something
you want maybe. They could have
just been random hallucinations.
MONTAGE OF Isabella AND JOHN TOGETHER AGAIN.
JOHN (V.O.)
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I can't keep doing this.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
You have to do what you think is
right.
JOHN (V.O.)
I don't care if this isn't real.
A beat.
JOHN (V.O.)
I'm sorry.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
I'm not mad.I know.
JOHN (V.O.)
I love you.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
I know.
John takesJohn and Isabella are snuggled on the couch,
the pill. Isabella is gone.
INT. JOHN'S MOTHER'S KITCHEN - DAY
They are eating.John sits with his mother again.
MOTHER
How's work?
JOHN
It's going good.
John's mother stares at him with a smile.
MOTHER
Have you met anyone?
JOPDSr
No, not yet.
EXT. A PARK - DAY
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He has his book in one handJohn sits in the park alone,
and his pencil in the other.
JOHN (V.O.)
The trees are free like a bee that
can't see.
Isabella is sitting next to him.
ISABELLA
That's bad, you know?
John chuckles.
JOHN
Yeah.
FADE TO BLACK.
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Appendix B
The Butterflies
Final Draft
By
Winsor Yuan
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FADE IN:
EXT. GARDEN - DAY
A monarch butterfly flutters on a flower in a garden.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - MORNING
John
He gets out of
JOHN FISHER, mid 20s, lays in bed with AMANDA, 20s.
stares at Amanda. It is an empty stare,
bed and gets dressed.
EXT. ZOO - MORNING
John walks through the
He is carrying a
There are many animals in the zoo.
zoo staring at the animals in amazement,
video camera with him.
MOMENTS LATEREXT. ZOO - BUTTERFLY EXHIBIT
He watches theJohn walks into the butterfly exhibit,
butterflies like the animals prior,
common form of monarch butterfly,
sprinkled with white dots and black lines,
butterfly.
Butterflies fly around the exhibit as John walks through.
He catches a butterfly on his hand and stares at it
lovingly.
He sees the most
Its orange wings are
He films the
BEDROOM - MORNINGINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT
He is fumbling around with a markerJohn sits at his desk,
in his hand.
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE SEPARATE SHOTS
John is coloring a paper version of the monarch butterfly.
He fills in the last bit of black and delicately begins to
cut out the paper butterfly.
John proceeds to place it next to another butterfly of the
same color and shape. John cuts several pieces of string
and begins to attach the paper butterflies.
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John takes his paper creations to what looks to be a paper
forest.
outskirts of the paper forest.
John is holding six strings, three to each arm. John begins
to move each string, gently. As he moves them, the paper
butterflies seem to be fluttering, mechanically, across the
paper forest. He smiles as he watches them flutter.
DISSOLVE TO:
There is a video camera on a tripod on the
JOHN'S CAMERA FOOTAGE
it seems like the butterflies areFrom John's camera,
moving through their own paper world together.
the paper butterflies close to the camera.
John moves
BEDROOM - NIGHTI NT . JOHN ' S HOME/APARTMENT
The camera is connected to
John lies
John is watching the footage,
his television,
awake in bed.
around.
He turns off the television,
at the ceiling. John rustles
He finally tosses the covers over his head,
lays still for a while. The television turns on by itself.
He stares
He
John does not move. The butterflies are again on the
;  from butterflies to a beautiful
Isabella has slightly curly brown
The image changes
ISABELLA (20s) .
screen.
girl,
Isabella looks very happy. She is smiling at the
John is still under the covers.
hair.
camera.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
John is asleep.
ISABELLA (O.S.)
John?
John slowly lifts his covers slightly to eye the
television.
ISABELLA
(from screen)
Why are you filming me?
The footage changes back to butterflies.
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JOHN (V.O.)
Okay, you're going-
INT. MICHAEL'S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY
John sits in the kitchen with his friend, MICHAEL (20s) .
JOHN
-to think I'm crazy,
working on one of my film
projects, you know?
I was
MICHAEL
Yeah one of your gay little art
projects? Did you run out
construction paper?
JOHN
That's not the point,
making this movie and I was
watching it an-
I was
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
What was the movie about?
JOHN
I was making a movie about a
couple of butterflies.
MICHAEL
A couple of butterflies? Did they
have to rescue princess Nectarine
from the evil dung beetle or is
that in the sequel.
Michael has a hard time keeping himself from laughing,
starts getting up.
John
JOHN
I knew this was a bad idea.
MICHAEL
Sit down, I'm done,Alright, hey.
I’m finished.
John sits down reluctantly.
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JOHN
Okay, I was watching this movie, I
was in bed.
to sleep,
back on.
I turn off my TV, Igo
And then my TV comes
faking concern.Michael nods.
MICHAEL
Well maybe you just rolled on the
remo-
JOHN
No, there was a girl on the
screen.
Michael's false concern turns into a smile.
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
Oh, so it wasn't about
butterflies?
JOHN
I didn't film her.
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
What did she do?
JOHN
She said my name and then she
asked me why I was filming her.
MICHAEL
Do you have any idea who she was?
JOHN
I've never seen her in myNo,
life.
DAYINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
John sits on his bed, head in his hands.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Did you tell Amanda?
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JOHN (V.O.)
No.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Can I see it?
JOHN (V.O.)
I rewound it the tape and she was
gone.
A beat. John lays down on his bed.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Maybe it was just a dream.
JOHN (V.O.)
Yeah.
INT. CAFE/SANDWICH SHOP - DAY
John sits with Amanda in the cafe/sandwich shop,
very quiet.
It is
AMANDA
How was your day?
JOHN
How was yours?It was good.
AMANDA
Good.
A beat.
JOHN
Are you staying over tonight?
AMANDA
Maybe, I have to work until nine.
When do you get off work?
JOHN
I'm not working this week. I
think I told you yesterday.
AMANDA
Before you went to theRight.
zoo.
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JOHN
Yeah.
A beat.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Do you want me to bring you
dinner?
AMANDA
No, I've got something ready at
work.
JOHN
Okay.
INT. ONE HOUR PHOTO - NIGHT
There is an EMPLOYEE at the one hour photo,
rubs lotion in his hands. John walks to the one hour photo
John places his video camera bag on the counter.
The employee
area.
EMPLOYEE
(muffled)
Can I help you?
JOHN
What?
EMPLOYEE
(louder but angrier)
Can I help you?
JOHN
Urn, yeah.
John takes the tape ofJohn takes out his video camera,
his camera.
EMPLOYEE
No, no, no. We don't develop that
stuff here.
JOHN
But I bought this tape here.
The employee shrugs.
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JOHN (CONT'D)
There was something on it.
A beat.
EMPLOYEE
Okay.
A beat.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Can you help me?
EMPLOYEE
Look dude, what do you want me to
do about it?
JOHN
I don't know.
A beat.
EMPLOYEE
if I can't help you, can you
We're busy.
Well,
move?
JohnThere is an OLD WOMAN in line.
John stares at the pictures around
John turns around.
gets out of the way.
the counter. The employee hands the old woman a pack of
She takes them out and begins to flip through the
John spies a batch of curly brown hair like
John quickly grabs the
photos.
pictures.
Isabella's in one of the photos,
picture from the old woman.
OLD WOMAN
Hey!
The old woman quickly takes it back.John eyes the photo.
JOHN
I need to know who that girl is.
The old woman quickly flips the photo of a little girl.
OLD WOMAN
That's my granddaughter.
eight.
She' s
A beat.
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JOHN
I'm sorry, I thought...
OLD WOMAN
Eight.
The employee stares at JohnThe old woman quickly leaves,
strangely.
EMPLOYEE
Dude.
EXT. JOHN■S CAR NIGHT
John's head is against the steering wheel.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S CAR
John lifts his head and turns on the overhead light above
him.
He begins to draw with a pencil the brown curly hair of
Isabella.
John pulls out a notebook from a bag in the backseat.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN - NIGHT
John walks into his apartment with his camera bag and
normal bag. He puts the camera bag as well as the other
bag down, and takes the notebook out to his bedroom.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
John places his keys, the notebook, and his wallet on his
desk. Amanda walks out from behind him.
AMANDA
Hey.
John jumps. She chuckles.
JOHN
What are you doing here? I-I
didn't know you were coming over.
AMANDA
Where have you been?
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JOHN
I was running some errands,
returning some things.
AMANDA
(nodding)
Oh. Do you want to watch a movie
tonight?
John walks into the bathroom.
JOHN (O.S.)
Uh yeah, you choose.
John takes his notebook and puts it on his drawer.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - BATHROOM - NIGHT
John splashes water on his face.John stares at himself.
AMANDA (O.S.)
Hey John?
JOHN
Yeah?
AMANDA (O.S.)
What is this drawing of?
John quickly walks out of the bathroom.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Amanda is looking through John's notebook.
JOHN
That's a-
The picture is of his
it is only her hair that is
In place of her face is a smiley face. s do
Amanda turns the notebook around,
attempt at Isabella; however,
correct.
not block out his erased attempts at Isabella's face.
Thi es
AMANDA
Was it that hard to draw a smiley
face?
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A beat. John chuckles .
JOHN
Um, I was trying to make it
perfect.
Amanda chuckles and closes the notebook.
JOHN (CONT'D)
So, what are we watching?
John lays on the bed. Amanda lays next to John.
LATERINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
JohnJohn is still awake and the television is still on.
who is asleep on his shoulder. Hstares at Amanda, e slowly
Amanda off his shoulder and gets out of the bed. Johnmoves
grabs his notebook and walks out of the room.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
John is sitting staring at the drawing he has made,
places his finger on the notebook and slowly drags it
across
into:
John
the curly hair drawn on the notebook, when it turns
MATCH CUT TO:
REVERSE SCENEINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM
NIGHT
REVERSE JOHN (exactly the same as normal John) is dragging
his finger through Isabella's hair. There are pictures of
John and Isabella around the apartment.
ISABELLA
John?
REVERSE JOHN
Yeah?
ISABELLA
What were you thinking the first
time you saw me.
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REVERSE JOHN
The first time I saw you was in my
dreams.
ISABELLA
I'm being serious.
Isabella chuckles.
REVERSE JOHN
I remember seeing you and thinking
'There's an angel. '
ISABELLA
You are so cheesy.
A beat.
ISABELLA
John?
REVERSE JOHN
Yeah?
ISABELLA
Do you love me?
John chuckles.
REVERSE JOHN
Isabella.
Reverse John kisses Isabella on the forehead.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
John continues to stare at the drawing he made.
INT. MICHAEL'S APARTMENT - FOYER - DAWN
John walks to the front door and rings the doorbell a
number of times.
MichaelMichael, wearing a robe, opens his door slightly,
looks extremely tired.
MICHAEL
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John?
JOHN
Hey.
MICHAEL
(rubbing his eyes,
growling)
Do you know how early it is?
JOHN
Can we talk.Yeah, sorry.
MICHAEL
(pointing his thumb over
his shoulder)
Enter.
DAWNINT. MICHAEL'S APARTMENT - KITCHEN
Michael walks into the kitchen with John following.
MICHAEL (CONT'D)
(walks to his
refrigerator and pulls
out milk)
You want a sandwich?
JOHN
No, I'm not hungry. .
MICHAEL
I'll write your name inYou sure?
mustard. You can taste the
difference.
JOHN
Seriously, I'm not hungry.
MICHAEL
(making a sandwich for
himself, he's into it)
Well, what's up?
JOHN
It's that girl from the video.
MICHAEL
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what about it?
JOHN
I can't stop thinking about her.
MICHAEL
(He finishes making his
sandwich and begins
devouring it)
Man, you need to get over her.
She's not real. Same thing
happened to me once in college.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
There was this Spice World
marathon on TV one weekend,
watched it. I go to class Monday,
everyone there is just drop dead
gorgeous and extremely British.
Even the guys.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
Then I go home and I watch Die
Hard four times in a row.
class the next day, see everyone
for what they really are. Just a
bunch of big lesbians with cat
collections.
fun though.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
I
Go to
Class was kind of
this whole thing wasPoint is,
just in my imagination. Just like
you and this girl.
JOHN
You don't know that,
that. She could be
I don't know
real.
MICHAEL
Look this is just stupid,
have Amanda. She's great
You
She' s.
smart, she's pretty, and oh yeah,
she's real. Everything's going
okay between the two of you,
right?
JOHN
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Yeah.
A beat. John looks a little distraught.
MICHAEL (CONT’D)
Look, I'm sorry. It's just-you
need to hear yourself.
John sits silently.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY
Amanda is cookingJohn walks into his apartment,
breakfast.
AMANDA
Hey, where were you this morning?
JOHN
Urn, Mike needed to talk about
something.
AMANDA
Seems like you're always out
somewhere without telling me.
JOHN
Sorry.
AmandaJohn stares off into a distant world.A beat.
notices.
AMANDA
What are you thinking about?
JOHN
Nothing. Nothing important.
Amanda looks disappointed.
AMANDA
What did you and Mike talk about?
JOHN
I told him I wouldn't say.
AMANDA
What is this, fifth grade?
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JOHN
Sorry.
Amanda finishes cooking and brings the breakfast to John.
She sits across from him.
is coffee.
TherIt is quiet as they eat. e
MATCH CUT TO:
INT. COFFEE SHOP - REVERSE SCENE - DAY
Reverse John and Isabella are sitting at a table in the
coffee shop. Reverse John watches Isabella play with her
food. She seems a little hesitant.
REVERSE JOHN
Something wrong?
A beat.
ISABELLA
It's nothing.
REVERSE JOHN
What is it?
Isabella shakes her head but does not look up.
ISABELLA
It'S really not that important.
Isabella continues to play with her food.A beat.
REVERSE JOHN
I wanna know.
ISABELLA
Why?
REVERSE JOHN
Because it's important to me.
A beat.
ISABELLA
(sighs)
This is real, right?
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REVERSE JOHN
Real?
ISABELLA
Like you and me?
Reverse John chuckles. Isabella looks up. Reverse John
continues to chuckle.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
It's not supposed to be funny.
John continues to chuckle. Isabella smiles.
REVERSE JOHN
Yeah, of course.
She takes aIsabella looks back down at her food, smiling,
bite and looks at Reverse John who is staring at her.
She smiles back at him.smiling.
ISABELLA
What?
REVERSE JOHN
Nothing, I just like watching you
eat.
ISABELLA
Okay?
Isabella gets a piece of food on her fork and holds it next
to her mouth.
They both start laughing.
REVERSE JOHN
That'S like torture.
EXT. PARK - DAY
The
The old
John sits with an OLD MAN (60s, try to get a Russian) .
old man is sketching. John stares at the old man.
man smiles at John and turns the sketch around,
stares at the sketch for a while,
perfect replication of the video.
John
The sketch is a near
JOHN
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Perfect.
OLD MAN
Good.
The eyes of Isabella in the sketch are piercing.
EXT. PARK - MOMENTS LATER
John walks across a bridge with the sketch in hand.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
So you hate the swings?
REVERSE JOHN (V.O.)
Yeah, I cracked my head once. It
wasn't very pretty. Haven't been
back since.
John walks behind a tree and Reverse John and Isabella
reappear.
ISABELLA
Well, I say you try again.
REVERSE JOHN
I don't know.
ISABELLA
I'll make sure you won'tCome on,
fall.
MONTAGE
Montage of park attractions: Swings, bridges, instruments,
etc.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN - AFTERNOON
John stares at theJohn is sitting at his kitchen table,
sketch of Isabella.
INT. DANNY'S HOUSE/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM NIGHT
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John sitsJohn sits on a couch in DANNY'S living room,
next to a man in a hat. John taps him.
JOHN
Hi, I'm-
The man in the hat looks for a second and then turns away.
John sits.
FRONT DOOR - REVERSE SCENEI NT . JOHN ■ S HOME/APARTMENT
NIGHT
Reverse John walks to the front door and opens it.
Isabella is on the other side. Reverse John is nervous.
ISABELLA
Hey.
REVERSE JOHN
Hi .
They just smile and stare at each other.A beat.
REVERSE JOHN
Uh, I'm sorry, come in.
Isabella walks inside.
ISABELLA
I like your house.
REVERSE JOHN
Thanks, it's not much
ISABELLA
No, I really like it.
They just smile at each other again and chuckle.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
So what are we watching? \
A beat.
NIGHTINT. DANNY'S HOUSE/APARTMENT
Amanda is socializing with the people in the living room.
Amanda sees John and walks to him.
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AMANDA
John, what are you doing?
Why are you acting like this?
These people are our friends.
JOHN
These people are not my friends.
I don't even know half of them.
AMANDA
You know Mike.
JOHN
And?
AMANDA
Look, they like you, okay? You
should at least make an attempt.
JOHN
What do you want me to do?
AMANDA
Make an attempt.
John gets up and walks to a group of people.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - REVERSE SCENE -
NIGHT
John grabs a CD entitled "The Butterflies
Isabella is lying on the ground in his room on a blanket.
Her eyes are closed.
off his desk.
ISABELLA
Can I open my eyes yet?
REVERSE JOHN
No, not yet.
Reverse John is setting up a sheet on his ceiling, by some
invention he has created,
making mass amounts of noise in the process.
He turns on the projector.
REVERSE JOHN
Okay, now.
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She smiles.Isabella opens her eyes.
ISABELLA
What is this?
REVERSE JOPiN
It's a movie.
ThereOn the screen the title "The Butterflies" appears,
is no sound.
ISABELLA
What's it about?
REVERSE JOHN
It'S about a boy butterfly who
falls in love with a girl
butterfly.
Isabella turns to Reverse John and smiles.
MONTAGE THROUGH JOHN' S CAMERA FOOTAGE
The movie shows the butterflies going through the forest
from prior in the film, space/ underwater, etc.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN
John and Amanda walk back into his home/apartment.
AMANDA
I don' t know why you have to be so
weird,
trying to like them.
It's like you're not even
A beat. John shrugs.
AMANDA
I  just-Sometimes I feel like you
don't even care about what I
think.
A beat.
AMANDA (CONT'D)
John?
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JOHN
I do care.
Amanda just shakes her head and puts her purse down on the
kitchen table. On the table is the sketch of Isabella.
AMANDA
John, what is this?
JOHN
It's just a drawing.
AMANDA
Who is this?
JOHN
It's-it's no one.
AMANDA
Who is she, John?
JOHN
She's not real, someone I made up.
AMANDA
You haven't been going off to see
Mike all those times you were gone
You've been meetinghave you?
her!
JOHN
I just told you I made her up.
How can I meet someone I made up?
Amanda shakes her head.
AMANDA
Really? You made her up.
dreamt about her.
relationship work if you're
dreaming about other people?
Better yet, people who aren't even
real.
You
How can a
A beat.
JOHN
I don't know.
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AMANDA
You don't know.
A beat.
AMANDA
Do you love me John?
A beat.
AMANDA (CONT'D)
Do you?
A beat.
JOHN
No.
A beat. Amanda nods .
John standsAmanda grabs her purse and leaves quickly,
quietly.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - MORNING
He gets out of bed and getsJohn lays in bed, alone,
dressed.
EXT. ZOO - MORNING
John walks through the zoo
He is carrying his
Many an animal are in the zoo.
staring at the animals in amazement.
camcorder with him.
BUTTERFLY EXHIBIT - MOMENTS LATEREXT. ZOO
He is filming andJohn walks into the butterfly exhibit,
then pans over and there, Isabella is standing watching the
She turns glowingly at him and smiles.butterflies.
JOHN
Hi .
ISABELLA
Hi? Who are you?
JOHN
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John,
JOHN'S CAMERA FOOTAGE
ISABELLA
John?
Isabella chuckles.
ISABELLA
Why are you filming me?
Isabella is smiling.
The video camera footage cuts to the two paper butterflies
flying through a paper forest.
FADE TO BLACK.
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Appendix C
The Butterflies
Cutting Continuity
By
Winsor Yuan
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FADE IN:
EXT. GARDEN - DAY
A monarch butterfly flutters on a flower in a garden.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - MORNING
JOHN FISHER, mid 20s, lays in bed with AMANDA, 20s. John
stares at Amanda. It is an empty stare. He gets out of
bed and gets dressed.
EXT. ZOO - MORNING
John walks through the
He is carrying a
There are many animals in the zoo.
zoo staring at the animals in amazement,
video camera with him.
EXT. ZOO - BUTTERFLY EXHIBIT - MOMENTS LATER
John walks into the butterfly exhibit. He watches the
butterflies like the animals prior. He sees the most
common form of monarch butterfly,
sprinkled with white dots and black lines,
butterfly.
Butterflies fly around the exhibit as John walks through.
He catches a butterfly on his hand and stares at it
lovingly.
Its orange wings are
He films the
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - MORNING
He is fumbling around with a markerJohn sits at his desk,
in his hand.
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ARE SEPARATE SHOTS
John is coloring a paper version of the monarch butterfly.
He fills in the last bit of black and delicately begins to
cut out the paper butterfly.
John proceeds to place it next to another butterfly of the
same color and shape. John cuts several pieces of string
and begins to attach the paper butterflies.
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John takes his paper creations to what looks to be a paper
forest.
outskirts of the paper forest.
There is a video camera on a tripod on the
John is holding six strings, three to each arm. John begins
to move each string, gently. As he moves them, the paper
butterflies seem to be fluttering, mechanically, across the
paper forest. He smiles as he watches them flutter.
DISSOLVE TO:
JOHN ' S CAMERA FOOTAGE
From John's camera, it seems like the butterflies are
moving through their own paper world together. John moves
the paper butterflies close to the camera.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
John is watching the footage. The camera is connected to
his television. He turns off the television. John lies
awake in bed. He stares at the ceiling. John rustles
around. He finally tosses the covers over his head. He
lays still for a while. The television turns on by itself.
John does not move. The butterflies are again on the
The image changes from butterflies to a beautiful
Isabella has slightly curly brown
Isabella looks very happy. She is smiling at the
John is still under the covers.
screen,
girl, ISABELLA (20s).
hair.
camera.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
John is asleep.
ISABELLA (O.S.)
John?
John slowly lifts his covers slightly to eye the
television.
ISABELLA
(from screen)
Why are you filming me?
The footage changes back to butterflies.
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JOHN (V.O.)
Okay, you're going-
INT. MICHAEL'S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY
John sits in the kitchen with his friend, MICHAEL (20s) .
JOHN
-to think I'm crazy,
working on one of my film
projects, you know?
I was
MICHAEL
Yeah one of your gay little art
projects? Did you run out
construction paper?
JOHN
That's not the point,
making this movie and I was
watching it an-
I was
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
What was the movie about?
JOHN
I was making a movie about a
couple of butterflies.
MICHAEL
A couple of butterflies? Did they
have to rescue princess Nectarine
from the evil dung beetle or is
that in the sequel.
Michael has a hard time keeping himself from laughing. John
starts getting up.
JOHN
I knew this was a bad idea.
MICHAEL
Sit down, I'm done.Alright, hey.
I'm finished.
John sits down reluctantly.
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JOHN
Okay, I was watching this movie, I
was in bed. I turn off my TV, Igo
to sleep. And then my TV comes
back on.
Michael nods, faking concern.
MICHAEL
Well maybe you just rolled on the
remo-
JOHN
No, there was a girl on the
screen.
Michael's false concern turns into a smile.
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
Oh, so it wasn't about
butterflies?
JOHN
I didn't film her.
MICHAEL
(suggestively)
What did she do?
JOHN
She said my name and then she
asked me why I was filming her.
MICHAEL
Do you have any idea who she was?
JOHN
No, I've never seen her in my
life.
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM DAY
John sits on his bed, head in his hands.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Did you tell Amanda?
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JOHN (V.O.)
No.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Can I see it?
JOHN (V.O.)
I rewound it the tape and she was
gone.
A beat. John lays down on his bed.
MICHAEL (V.O.)
Maybe it was just a dream.
JOHN (V.O.)
Yeah.
INT. ONE HOUR PHOTO - NIGHT
There is an EMPLOYEE at the one hour photo,
rubs lotion in his hands. John walks to the one hour photo
.  John places his video camera bag on the counter.
The employee
area
EMPLOYEE
(muffled)
Can I help you?
JOHN
What?
EMPLOYEE
(louder but angrier)
Can I help you?
JOHN
Urn, yeah.
John takes the tape ofJohn takes out his video camera,
his camera.
EMPLOYEE
.  We don't develop thatNo, no, no
stuff here.
JOHN
But I bought this tape here.
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The employee shrugs.
JOHN (CONT'D)
There was something on it.
A beat.
EMPLOYEE
Okay.
A beat.
JOHN (CONT'D)
Can you help me?
EMPLOYEE
Look dude, what do you want me to
do about it?
JOHN
I don’t know.
A beat.
employee
if I can't help you,
We're busy.
can youWell,
move?
rpj^02f0 is an OLD WOMAN in line,
at the pictures around
I hands the old woman a pack of
out and begins to flip through the
batch of curly brown hair like
John quickly grabs the
John
John stares
John turns around.
gets out of the way.
the counter. The employee
She takes them
John spies a
photos.
pictures.
Isabella's in one of the photos,
picture from the old woman.
OLD WOMAN
Hey!
The old woman quickly takes it back.John eyes the photo.
JOHN
I need to know who that girl is.
The old woman quickly flips the photo of a little girl.
OLD WOMAN
That's my granddaughter.
eight.
She's
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A beat.
JOHN
I'm sorry, I thought...
OLD WOMAN
Eight.
The employee stares at JohnThe old woman quickly leaves,
strangely.
EMPLOYEE
Dude.
NIGHTEXT. JOHN'S CAR
John's head is against the steering wheel.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S CAR
John lifts his head and turns on the overhead light above
him. John pulls out a notebook from a bag in the backseat.
He begins to draw with a pencil the brown curly hair of
Isabella.
JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN NIGHT
John walks into his apartment with his camera bag and
normal bag. He puts the camera bag as well as the other
bag down, and takes the notebook out to his bedroom.
INT.
NIGHTJOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
John places his keys, the notebook, and his wallet on his
desk. Amanda walks out from behind him.
AMANDA
INT.
Hey.
John jumps. She chuckles.
JOHN
What are you doing here? I-I
didn't know you were coming over.
AMANDA
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Where have you been?
JOHN
I was running some errands,
returning some things.
AMANDA
(nodding)
Do you want to watch a movieOh.
tonight?
John walks into the bathroom.
JOHN (O.S.)
Uh yeah, you choose.
John takes his notebook and puts it on his drawer.
NIGHT
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM BATHROOM
John splashes water on his face.John stares at himself.
AMANDA (O.S.)
Hey John?
JOHN
Yeah?
AMANDA (O.S.)
What is this drawing of?
John quickly walks out of the bathroom.
NIGHTINT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM
Amanda is looking through John's notebook.
JOHN
That's a-
The picture is of his
it is only her hair that is
This does
Amanda turns the notebook around.
attempt at Isabella; however,
correct. In place of her face is a smiley face,
not block out his erased attempts at Isabella's face.
AMANDA
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Was it that hard to draw a smiley
face?
A beat. John chuckles.
JOHN
Urn, I was trying to make it
perfect.
Amanda chuckles and closes the notebook.
JOHN (CONT'D)
So, what are we watching?
John lays on the bed. Amanda lays next to John.
I NT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - LATER
John
He slowly
John is still awake and the television is still on.
stares at Amanda, who is asleep on his shoulder.
Amanda off his shoulder and gets out of the bed. Johnmoves
gxabs his notebook and walks out of the room.
JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
John is sitting staring at the drawing he has made. John
places his finger on the notebook and slowly drags it
across the curly hair drawn on the notebook, when it turns
into:
INT.
MATCH CUT TO:
JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - REVERSE SCENE -INT.
NIGHT
REVERSE JOHN (exactly the same as normal John) is dragging
his finger through Isabella's hair.
John and Isabella around the apartment.
There are pictures of
ISABELLA
John?
REVERSE JOHN
Yeah?
ISABELLA
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What were you thinking the first
time you saw me.
REVERSE JOHN
The first time I saw you was in my
dreams.
ISABELLA
I'm being serious.
Isabella chuckles.
REVERSE JOHN
I remember seeing you and thinking
'There's an angel.'
ISABELLA
You are so cheesy.
A beat.
ISABELLA
John?
reverse JOHN
Yeah?
ISABELLA
love me?Do you
John chuckles.
REVERSE JOHN
Isabella.
Isabella on the forehead.Reverse John kisses
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
at the drawing he made.John continues to stare
INT. MICHAEL' S APARTMENT - FOYER - DAWN
John walks to the front door and rings the doorbell a
number of times.
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Michael, wearing a robe, opens his door slightly. Michael
looks extremely tired.
MICHAEL
John?
JOHN
Hey.
MICHAEL
(rubbing his eyes,
growling)
Do you know how early it is?
JOHN
Yeah, sorry. Can we talk.
MICHAEL
(pointing his thumb over
his shoulder)
Enter.
INT. MICHAEL ’ S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAWN
Michael walks into the kitchen with John following.
MICHAEL (CONT'D)
(walks to his
refrigerator and pulls
out milk)
You want a sandwich?
JOHN
No, I'm not hungry..
MICHAEL
I'll write your name inYou sure?
mustard. You can taste the
difference.
JOHN
Seriously, I'm not hungry.
MICHAEL
(making a sandwich for
himself, he's into it)
Well, what's up?
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JOHN
It'S that girl from the video.
MICHAEL
What about it?
JOHN
I can't stop thinking about her.
MICHAEL
(He finishes making his
sandwich and begins
devouring it)
need to get over her.
Same thing
Man, you
She's not real,
happened to me once in collage.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
There was this Spice World
marathon on TV one weekend. I
watched it. I go to class Monday/
there is just drop dead
and extremely British.
everyone
gorgeous
Even the guys.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
Then I go home and I watch Die
Hard four times in a row.
class the next day, see everyone
for what they really are. Just a
bunch of big lesbians with cat
collections.
Go to
Class was kind of
fun though.
(He takes a bite of his
sandwich)
this whole thing wasPoint is,
just in my imagination. Just like
you and this girl.
JOHN
You don't know that.
that. She could be
I don't know
real.
MICHAEL
Look this is just stupid. You
have Amanda. She's great. She's
smart, she's pretty, and oh yeah,
she's real. Everything's going
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okay between the two of you,
right?
JOHN
Yeah.
John looks a little distraught.A beat.
MICHAEL (CONT'D)
Look, I'm sorry. It's just-you
need to hear yourself.
John sits silently.
DAYJOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHENINT.
Amanda is cookingJohn walks into his apartment,
breakfast.
AMANDA
Hey, where were you this morning?
JOHN
Urn, Mike needed to talk about
something.
AMANDA
Seems like you're always out
somewhere without telling me.
JOHN
Sorry.
John stares off into a distant world. AmandaA beat.
notices.
AMANDA
What are you thinking about?
JOHN
Nothing. Nothing important.
Amanda looks disappointed.
AMANDA
What did you and Mike talk about?
JOHN
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I told him I wouldn't say.
AMANDA
What is this, fifth grade?
JOHN
Sorry.
Amanda finishes cooking and brings the breakfast to John.
She sits across from him.
is coffee.
TherIt is quiet as they eat. e
MATCH CUT TO:
INT. COFFEE SHOP - REVERSE SCENE - DAY
Reverse John and Isabella are sitting at a table in the
coffee shop. Reverse John watches Isabella play with her
food. She seems a little hesitant.
REVERSE JOHN
Something wrong?
A beat.
ISABELLA
It'S nothing.
REVERSE JOHN
What is it?
Isabella shakes her head but does not look up.
ISABELLA
It'S really not that important.
Isabella continues to play with her food.A beat.
REVERSE JOHN
I wanna know.
ISABELLA
Why?
REVERSE JOHN
Because it's important to me.
A beat.
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ISABELLA
(sighs)
This is real, right?
REVERSE JOHN
Real?
ISABELLA
Like you and me?
Isabella looks up. Reverse JohnReverse John chuckles,
continues to chuckle.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
It's not supposed to be funny.
Isabella smiles.John continues to chuckle.
REVERSE JOHN
Yeah, of course.
She takes aIsabella looks back down at her food, smiling,
bite and looks at Reverse John who is staring at her,
smiling. She smiles back at him.
ISABELLA
What?
REVERSE JOHN
I just like watching youNothing,
eat.
ISABELLA
Okay?
Isabella gets a piece of food on her fork and holds it next
to her mouth.
They both start laughing.
REVERSE JOHN
That's like torture.
EXT. PARK DAY
try to get a Russian).
John stares at the old man.
The
The old
John sits with an OLD MAN (60s,
old man is sketching,
man smiles at John and turns the sketch around. John
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The sketch is a nearstares at the sketch for a while,
perfect replication of the video.
JOHN
Perfect.
OLD MAN
Good.
The eyes of Isabella in the sketch are piercing.
EXT. PARK MOMENTS LATER
John walks across a bridge with the sketch in hand.
ISABELLA (V.O.)
So you hate the swings?
REVERSE JOHN (V.O.)
ItI cracked my head once.
Haven't been
Yeah,
wasn't very pretty,
back since.
John walks behind a tree and Reverse John and Isabella
reappear.
ISABELLA
Well, I say you try again.
REVERSE JOHN
I don't know.
ISABELLA
I'll make sure you won'tCome on,
fall.
MONTAGE
Swings, bridges, instruments.Montage of park attractions:
etc .
KITCHEN - AFTERNOONINT . JOHN ' S HOME/APARTMENT
John is sitting at his kitchen table,
sketch of Isabella.
John stares at the
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1
INT. DANNY’S HOUSE/APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
John sitssits on a couch in DANNY'S living room,
to a man in a hat. John taps him.
J ohn
next
JOHN
Hi, I●m-
The man in the hat looks for a second and then turns away.
John sits.
INT. JOHN’S HOME/APARTMENT - FRONT DOOR - REVERSE SCENE
NIGHT
Reverse John walks to the front door and opens it.
Isabella is on the other side. Reverse John is nervous.
ISABELLA
Hey.
REVERSE JOHN
Hi .
They just smile and stare at each other.A beat.
REVERSE JOHN
I'm sorry, come in.Uh,
Isabella walks inside.
ISABELLA
I like your house.
REVERSE JOHN
Thanks, it's not much
ISABELLA
No, I really like it.
They just smile at each other again and chuckle.
ISABELLA (CONT'D)
So what are we watching?
A beat.
NIGHTINT . DANNY ’ S HOUSE/APARTMENT
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Amancia is socializing with the people in the living room.
Amanda sees vJohn and walks to him.
AMANDA
what are you doing?dohn ,
VJhy are you acting like this?
These people are our friends.
JOHN
These people are not my friends.
I don't even know half of them.
AMANDA
You know Mike.
JOHN
And?
AMANDA
Look, they like you, okay? You
should at least make an attempt.
JOHN
What do you want me to do?
AMANDA
Make an attempt.
John gets up and walks to a group of people.
BEDROOM - REVERSE SCENE -INT . JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT
NIGHT
off his desk.John grabs a CD entitled "The Butterflies
Isabella is lying on the ground in his room on a blanket.
Her eyes are closed.
ISABELLA
Can I open my eyes yet?
REVERSE JOHN
No, not yet.
Reverse John is setting up a sheet on his ceiling, by some
invention he has created,
making mass amounts of noise in the process.
He turns on the projector,
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REVERSE JOHN
Okay, now.
Isabella opens her eyes. She smiles.
ISABELLA
What is this?
REVERSE JOHN
It'S a movie.
On the screen the title "The Butterflies" appears. There
is no sound.
ISABELLA
What'S it about?
REVERSE JOHN
It's about a boy butterfly who
falls in love with a girl
butterfly.
Isabella turns to Reverse John and smiles.
MONTAGE THROUGH JOHN'S CAMERA FOOTAGE
The movie shows the butterflies going through the forest
from prior in the film, underwater, space,
cuts between John and Isabella being happy together.
The montage
INT. JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - KITCHEN - NIGHT
John and Amanda walk back into his home/apartment.
AMANDA
I don' t know why you have to be so
weird. It's like you're not even
trying to like them.
John shrugs.A beat.
AMANDA
You know-Sometimes I feel like you
don't even care about what I
think.
A beat.
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AMANDA (CONT'D)
John?
JOHN
I do care.
Amanda just shakes her head and puts her purse down on the
kitchen, table. On the table is the sketch of Isabella.
AMANDA
John, what is this?
JOHN
It's just a drawing.
AMANDA
Who is she?
JOHN
It's-it's no one.
AMANDA
Who is she, John?
JOHN
She's not real, just-just someone
I made up.
AMANDA
You haven’t been going off to see
Mike all those times you were gone
have you? You've been seeing her!
JOHN
I just told you I made her up.
How can I meet someone I made up?
Amanda shakes her head.
AMANDA
Really? You made her up. You
dreamt about her. You know, how
can a relationship work if you're
dreaming about other people?
Better yet, people who aren't even
real.
A beat.
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JOHN
I don't know.
AMANDA
You don't know.
A beat.
AMANDA
Do you love me John?
A beat.
AMANDA (CONT'D)
Do you?
A beat.
JOHN
No.
A beat. Amanda nods.
Amanda grabs her purse and leaves quickly,
quietly.
John stands
JOHN'S HOME/APARTMENT - BEDROOM - MORNING
He gets out of bed and gets
INT.
John lays in bed, alone,
dressed.
EXT. ZOO - MORNING
John walks through the zoo, filming.
BUTTERFLY EXHIBIT - MOMENTS LATEREXT. ZOO
He is filming andJohn walks into the butterfly exhibit,
then pans over and there, Isabella is standing watching the
butterflies across a waterfall. She turns glowingly at him
and smiles.
JOHN
Hi.
ISABELLA
Hi?
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JOHN
I'm John.
JOHN'S CAMERA FOOTAGE
ISABELLA
John?
Isabella chuckles.
ISABELLA
Why are you filming me?
Isabella is smiling.
ZOO - BUTTERFLY EXHIBIT - CONTINUOUSEXT.
John stands.
to the two paper butterfliesThe video camera footage cuts
flying through a paper forest.
CREDITS PLAY OVER FOOTAGE.
FADE TO BLACK.
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